Efficient folding of single polymer chains is a topic of great interest due, mainly, to the challenging possibility of mimicking and controlling the structure and functionality of natural biomacromolecules (e.g., enzymes, drug delivery vehicles, catalysts) by means of artificial single chain nano-objects. By performing extensive molecular dynamics simulations we investigate the formation of soft nanoparticles by irreversible intramolecular cross-linking of polymer precursors of different length. In order to optimize the folding process and to obtain more compact structures we vary the number of chemical species among the linker groups (orthogonal chemistry) which selectively form the bonds. The use of orthogonal chemistry protocols, by increasing the number of different chemical species of the linkers, lead to nanoparticles that are systematically smaller and more spherical than the homofunctional counterparts. We characterize the conformational properties of the resulting nanoparticles. These are intrinsically polydisperse in size, with a significant fraction of sparse topologies. We discuss the relevance of our results for synthesis protocols in real systems.
Introduction
Protein folding to its native, functional state is determined by multiple factors including the exact amino acid sequence, or primary protein structure, the interactions between amino acids in solution as well as the interactions of protein residues with water. Through millions of years of nature evolution, the precise conformation and related molecular function of folded proteins (e.g., enzymes), results from a variety of different molecular interactions which determine noncovalent (hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, π-π stacking, metal coordination) as well as covalent bonds (e.g. disulfide bonds) 1 . As a consequence of the concerted and multi-orthogonal interactions involved in protein folding, the most compact native state of globular proteins is solid-like 2 . Thus, its squared radius of gyration scales as R 2 g ∼ N 2/3 , where N is the number of residues in the polypeptide chain, similarly to the scaling expected for an isolated polymer chain in poor solvent. Conversely, in the unfolded state the polypeptide chain is best described as a selfavoiding random coil 3 showing a scaling (N of a polymer chain in good solvent.
The controlled folding of single polymer chains into soft nanoparticles has attracted significant interest due to its (partial) resemblance to the polypeptide chain collapse process into the compact native state 4 . In recent years, several intrachain cross-linking chemistries have been introduced for single-chain nanoparticle (SCNP) synthesis involving covalent , noncovalent [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and dynamic covalent bonds [36] [37] [38] [39] , most of them comprising a single cross-linking type. In addition, techniques like intrachain homocoupling, intrachain heterocoupling or cross-linking induced collapse are currently available to promote the intramolecular folding of individual polymer chains to SCNPs 40 . Inspired by protein functions, enzyme-mimetic catalytic properties 25, 41, 42 , drug transport/delivery ability 24, 43 sensing characteristics 44 or even polymerase activity 25 , have been envisioned and established for artificial single-chain nanoobjects.
Nevertheless, current SCNPs are still far from being globular objects in solution even by using highly efficient 'click' chemistry techniques 40 or combined hydrogen bonding/chiral folding processes 45 . Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements of SCNPs in solution have shown form factors 24, 25, 43, 45, 46 more closely related to those of crumpled coils (disordered proteins) than those of compact globular objects (native proteins). Indeed scattering form factors consistent with R 2 g ∼ N ν were observed, with 0.85 < ν < 1.1. Though some investigations by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations revealed the existence of SCNPs sparse configurations [47] [48] [49] , a precise determination of their scaling properties was lacking. Recently, we confirmed by means of extensive MD simulations 24, 25, 43, 46 the scaling behaviour suggested by SANS and SAXS experiments. The significant departure from the globular state of SCNPs in solution was attributed to the inherent self-avoiding character of the precursor polymer chain in good solvent conditions. This feature strongly impedes (apart from unfrequent events) the formation of long-range intramolecular loops during the cross-linking process, which is the efficient mechanism for the formation of globular nanoparticles 46 . We observed that, indeed, scaling properties of SCNPs were dominated by these unfrequent longrange loops: the scaling behaviour was essentially independent of the fraction of linkers, since most of the cross-linking events involved inefficient short-range loops 46 .
In addition, we demonstrated through both MD simulations and experimental results the significant advantages of intramolecular cross-linking of heterofunctional precursors decorated with two species of orthogonal linkers 46 . We showed that long-range looping is enhanced by orthogonal synthesis and the resulting nanoparticles are, on average, smaller and more spherical than their homofunctional counterparts (i.e., those with only one type of linker). Motivated by these results, in this work we investigate the limits of multi-orthogonal folding protocols by supplying the precursor with several linkers of different chemical species, which selectively react with each other, i.e., a couple of linkers create a bond only if they belong to the same chemical species. We analyse the folding and conformational properties of several model systems with a number of chemical species per molecule, x, ranging from three to six. We find that multi-orthogonal folding leads to a systematic compactation of the obtained nanoparticles by increasing the number of chemical species. Still, significant intrinsic polydispersity and non-globular character persist even for x = 6. We discuss the implications of these protocols for synthesis in real systems.
The article is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the simulated model and give MD details. In Section 3 we discuss our simulation results. In particular we investigate the scaling properties, shape and internal structure of the obtained soft nanoparticles starting from different precursor systems. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the main conclusions of our work.
Model and Method
The experimental precursor usually consists of a polymer chain containing bulky side groups 6, 7, 9, 16, 24, [47] [48] [49] (e.g., phenyl groups), some of them being functionalized with short branches ending in reactive groups. We described qualitatively the precursor by a bead-spring model. A bead in this qualitative model represents the center-of-mass of typically 2-4 carbons 50 . In Fig. 1 we show a schematic representation of the architecture of the precursor (inset) and a typical equilibrated configuration. The precursor consists of a linear backbone of N b beads, each of them being attached to a side group. There are two kinds of side groups, which are randomly distributed along the backbone. A number N l of the side groups (the 'linker side groups') contain three beads. The free end beads are the cross-linkers (e.g., yellow, green and red monomers in the inset of Fig. 1 ). The remaining N b − N l side groups contain one single bead. The total number of beads per molecule is N = 2(N b + N l ). The fraction of linker side groups is defined as f = N l /N b . We considered several systems, by changing the chemical species of the reactive linkers. The different systems are coded as SPx where x is the number of the different chemical species of the linkers. In our analysis we considered the cases 1 ≤ x ≤ 6. The case x = 1 corresponds to standard homofunctional precursors. We fixed the total fraction of cross-linkers, f = 0.4, and for each system we varied the number of backbone monomers (50 ≤ N b ≤ 400). For each system SPx the linkers of each species were randomly distributed along the backbone, and in an identical proportion ( f /x) to the other x − 1 species.
We performed implicit-solvent simulations, i.e, the solvent molecules were not included. All pairs of beads ('monomers') in the polymer, irrespective whether they were bonded to each other or not, interacted through a purely repulsive LennardJones potential (LJ),
for r < r c , and V (r) = 0 for r ≥ r c . By using a cut-off distance r c = 2 1/6 σ , the potential and the forces were continuous at r = r c , and were purely repulsive. In this way we mimicked cross-linking in good solvent conditions. Bonded monomers interacted through the finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential 50 :
We used K F = 15 and R 0 = 1.5 so that the total spring potential between two connected monomers had its minimum at r min = 0.96σ . This guaranteed chain uncrossability 50 . We used ε = 1, σ = 1 for all pairs of beads, setting the scales of energy and length, respectively. Thus, for simplicity we used identical bonded and non-bonded interactions for all the chemical species in the molecule.
Standard MD methods were employed. We simulated isolated chains coupled to the same thermal bath. In this way we investigated purely intramolecular cross-linking of chains at high dilution conditions. In order to stabilize the selected temperature, T = ε/k B (with k B the Boltzmann constant), we implemented a Langevin thermostat (see Ref. 46 for further details). For simplicity we used identical masses m = 1 and friction coefficients γ = 0.05 for all the beads. The simulation time unit is τ = (mσ 2 /ε) 1/2 . The Langevin equations of motion were discretized with a time step ∆t = 0.01τ and integrated in the velocity-Verlet scheme, following the impulse approach proposed in Refs. 51, 52 .
Equilibration runs were performed over several millions steps, in order to sample equilibrium configurations of the unlinked precursors. After equilibration, cross-linking was activated. The detailed implementation of the cross-linking runs is described in Ref. 46 . Briefly, multiple bonding between linkers was not permitted: each linker only formed one bond with another linker. Moreover, only bonding between linkers of the same species was permitted. Bonds were irreversible: once they were formed, they remained for the rest of the simulation (with the bonding interaction given by the FENE potential of Eq. 2). Besides fulfilling the former conditions, two linkers formed a bond only if they were at a mutual distance smaller than a 'capture distance' 53 of 1.3σ . In case of multiple possibilities within the capture distance, the new bonds were selected randomly (see Ref. 46 ).
Where not stated otherwise, we considered simultaneous cross-linking of the reactive groups, where all the linkers were simultaneously activated from the beginning of the crosslinking process. A second possibility is a sequential crosslinking. In this case we activated a single species of linkers at a time. Once the cross-linking of this species was completed, an equilibration run of a few million steps was performed and then cross-linking of another species was started. This process was repeated over the different species until full cross-linking was completed. Sequential cross-linking is computationally more demanding than the simultaneous route, differences quickly increasing with the number x of different chemical species in the polymer. Therefore we investigated sequential cross-linking for a few selected cases with low values of x = 2 and 3. The resulting cross-linked nanoparticles did not show significant differences with their counterparts obtained by simultaneous crosslinking (see below).
After completing cross-linking, simulations were further extended over several millions steps to accumulate configurations for statistical averages. For each system we simulated a minimum of N t = 200 polymers. Thus, statistical averages included average over both the N t different polymers (ensembleaverage), and the different configurations sampled by the propagation of the individual polymers (time-average). Timeaverage was performed over several hundreds of conformations for each individual polymer. These conformations were selected at equispaced times. The corresponding intervals were sufficiently long to allow for full decorrelation of the molecular conformations. For the largest investigated systems and the highest number of species, there was a small fraction of polymers that did not complete cross-linking within the simulated time scales. These were excluded in the calculation of the conformational properties presented in next sections, which strictly correspond to fully cross-linked nanoparticles.
Results and discussion
By fixing f = 0.4 and increasing the number x of different chemical species up to 6, we can investigate quite folded objects SPx, and compare results with trends previously found for the cases x = 1 and x = 2. Irreversible cross-linking results into different topologies of the obtained soft nanoparticles. In Fig. 2 we show typical topologies for nanoparticles with N b = 200, for the systems SP4 and SP6. By increasing the number of chemical species a clear trend arises: the conformations are on average more compact and sparse nanoparticles are less frequent. A similar behaviour is observed for all the backbone lengths investigated (see e.g., N b = 400, SP6 in Fig. 3 ). For the purpose of characterizing systematically the size of the nanoparticles we calculate their radius of gyration. Fig. 4 shows the averaged squared radius of gyration R significant change between the homofunctional case (SP1) and the SP3-nanoparticles. As the number of species is further increased, ν keeps decreasing although at a slower rate.
As already discussed 46 the exponents for SP1 and SP2 resemble that of random walks (ν RW ≡ 1), which describes the (Gaussian) statistics of linear chains in polymer melts or in θ -solvents 54, 55 . This is essentially due to the local, shortrange globulation of the nanoparticles resulting from the crosslinking process. Because of the self-avoiding character of the precursors in the simulated good solvent conditions, long-range looping is unfrequent, preventing strong compactation of the resulting nanoparticles. As already revealed from the analysis of SP2 nanoparticles 46 , long-range looping can be favoured by increasing the number of different chemical species, yielding more compact nanoparticles. This is confirmed by representing the distribution P(s) of contour distances between bonded linkers. The contour distance is defined as s = 1 + n, with n the number of backbone beads between the two backbone beads to which the corresponding linker side groups are attached. Results for P(s) are represented in Fig. 5 for the cases SP2, SP4, SP6. Increasing the number of different chemical species in the precursor, at fixed N b and f , increases the average contour distance between linkers that can form mutual bonds. This is due to the fact that the species are randomly distributed (in identical fractions f /x) along the chain contour and cross-linking between different species is not permitted. These features lead to a higher population of long-range loops for larger x, which results in a more efficient compactation of the nanoparticle.
For x ≥ 3 the scaling exponent ν decreases below the value ν RW ≡ 1 for random walks. However, the lowest exponent observed, ν = 0.86 for SP6, is still clearly above the ideal value for spherical objects ν S = 2/3. This finding suggests that a significant fraction of sparse topologies still exists even for SP6-nanoparticles, as confirmed by visual inspection (see representative snapshots in Figs. 2 and 3) , and by determining the distributions P(R g ) of the time-averaged radius of gyration,R g . Fig. 6 shows representative results of P(R g ) for fixed N b = 200 and f = 0.4. For comparison we include the value ofR g for the corresponding precursor. Though, because of the random distribution of the side groups along the backbone, the individual precursors are not strictly equivalent, this has a minor effect in the time-averages of their intramolecular fluctuations. As a consequence, all precursors with same N b , f and x show, within statistics, the same value ofR g . However, even by starting from the same precursors (identical N b , f and x) irreversible cross-linking produce rather different topologies for the nanoparticles, which are intrinsically polydisperse in size. Having noted this, consistently with the scaling properties of R 2 g , a clear shift of P(R g ) to lowerR g values is found whilst moving from SP1 to SP6. This corroborates the efficiency of the cross-linking protocol in terms of more compact structures. In particular increasing x does not only result, on average, in smaller nanoparticles, but also reduces the asymmetry of the distribution P(R g ). Thus, the long tail observed for the SP2-nanoparticles (Fig. 6 ) almost vanishes for the SP6-nanoparticles.
Further insight on the effect of x on the topology of the nanoparticles can be obtained by analyzing shape parameters as the asphericity and prolateness. These can be obtained from the radius of gyration tensor 56, 57 , defined as:
where α, β denote cartesian components of the position vectors, r i and r cm for the ith-monomer and center-of-mass of the polymer, respectively. Shape parameters can be obtained from the three eigenvalues, λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , of the gyration tensor. The asphericity parameter, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, is defined as 56, 57 :
For a perfectly spherical object a = 0. The prolateness parameter, −1 ≤ p ≤ 1, is defined as 56, 57 : For perfectly oblate objects (λ 1 < λ 2 = λ 3 ) the prolateness is p = −1. For perfectly prolate objects (λ 1 = λ 2 < λ 3 ), p = 1. Fig. 7 shows results for the distributions P(ā) of the timeaveraged asphericity parameter, corresponding to N b = 200, f = 0.4 and x = 1, 2, 4, 6 used in Fig. 6 for P(R g ). Consistently with the observed reduction of the nanoparticle size (Fig. 6 ), increasing the number of different chemical species at fixed N b and f results into more spherical objects. However, a significant fraction of quite non-spherical objects is still present even for the SP6-nanoparticles. This is reflected by the broad tail in the distribution P(ā), extending beyond the main peak (around a ≈ 0.1) of quasi-spherical nanoparticles. Further details on the structure of the nanoparticles can be obtained by representing the radial monomer density profiles, ρ(r), around the molecular center-of-mass. Results are presented in Fig. 9 for N b = 200 and f = 0.4, both for the precursor and the nanoparticles. We describe the density profiles by fits (solid lines in Fig. 9 ) to generalized exponential functions, ρ(r) ∝ exp(−αr m ). Whilst a nearly Gaussian profile (m = 2.4) is found for the precursor, ρ(r) for the nanoparticles becomes strongly non-Gaussian by increasing the number of chemical species of the linkers. Thus, we find m = 4.5 for the SP6-nanoparticles, reflecting a sharper decrease of the density from the molecular center (and therefore a more compact structure) than in the low-x counterparts. In all cases density profiles are smooth. No evidence of a core-shell structure, typical of e.g., folded proteins, is found. Now we analyze the spatial distribution of the linkers in the cross-linked nanoparticles. Obviously, there is a well-defined characteristic (bonding) distance, r ≈ σ , between two bonded linkers. In order to remove this feature, we treat each pair of bonded linkers as a 'single particle' with position at the center of the corresponding bond. Then we characterize correlations between such bond centers through the corresponding radial distribution function g(r). tions, but we use the same normalization as for the curves of the nanoparticles. Apart from the expected excluded volume hole at r < σ , the only significant feature in g(r) is a kink at r ≈ 5σ . This is related to short-range correlations between linkers that are already present in the precursor (see orange dashed line in Fig. 10 ). The histogram of distances between bonded linkers at longer r does not show relevant features and is essentially Gaussian. These results indicate that the spatial arrangement of the linkers in the nanoparticles is essentially random in all the investigated cases. These results are confirmed by representing (not shown) the radial density profiles ρ(r) of the linkers. Within statistics, they are identical to the corresponding all-monomer profiles of Fig. 9 .
Results for other backbone lengths (not shown) exhibit the same qualitative trends presented in Figs. 5 to 10 for N b = 200. All the results presented above correspond to the case of simultaneous cross-linking of all the species. To conclude this section, we discuss the effect of sequential cross-linking, in which bonding of the ith-species is only initiated after full crosslinking of the (i− 1)th species. Unfortunately, sequential crosslinking becomes computationally more and more demanding with increasing x. Here we limit the comparison between simultaneous and sequential cross-linking to the case x = 3, for fixed N b = 200 and f = 0.4. Fig. 11 shows results for the corresponding distributions of time-averaged radii of gyration, asphericities and prolateness. As previously observed 46 for the simplest case x = 2, nanoparticles with x = 3 obtained from the same precursors by simultaneous or sequential cross-linking do not show significant differences in their conformational properties. We expect that negligible differences will persist at higher x, at least up to x = 6. From the simulation data we can estimate the effective density of monomers in the nanoparticle as ρ ∼ N(4πR 3 g /3) −1 . For the highest investigated value x = 6 we obtain ρ < 0.3, which is much smaller than the density, ρ ∼ 1, of the corresponding melt of bead-spring chains 50 . This suggests that the progressive bonding of the linkers does no result in significant crowding effects ('glassy dynamics') hindering the formation of new bonds, and therefore simultaneous and sequential cross-linking produce nanoparticles with very similar statistical properties.
Conclusions and outlook
We have presented MD simulations of the intramolecular crosslinking of polymer chains into soft nanoparticles. We have performed a systematic investigation of the size and shape of the nanoparticles, exploring the effect of the number x of different chemical species of the linkers. At fixed backbone length and fraction of linkers, increasing x lead to nanoparticles that are, on average, smaller and more compact. However both the scaling exponent and the distributions of shape parameters reveal that cross-linking produces, even for x = 6, a significant fraction of highly non-spherical, sparse nanoparticles. The density profiles of the nanoparticles are smooth. No evidence of, e.g., core-shell structures is found, neither particular spatial arrangements of the linkers, which are randomly distributed in the cross-linked nanoparticle. The same conclusions are valid for all the backbone lenghts we considered.
Our results are relevant for guiding the implementation of multi-orthogonal protocols for the synthesis of real soft nanoparticles, a complex problem that is still scarcely explored. To the best of our knowledge, most of the experimental investigations have been limited to the homofunctional case (x = 1) and to the most simple heterofunctional case of x = 2. Very recently Berda and co-workers 58 have reported the synthesis of SP3-nanoparticles, based on poly(oxanorbornene anhydrideco-cyclooctadiene), formed by supramolecular folding with aniline tetramer, reaction with diamine to covalently fix the folded structure, and second covalent folding reaction via thiolene chemistry. The observed reduction of the hydrodynamic radius 58 , in comparison with the SP1 and SP2 counterparts, is consistent with the trends observed in our simulations. It will be instructive, although experimentally very demanding, to investigate the folding of precursors containing a higher number of different chemical species. Still, our simulation results suggest that multi-orthogonal protocols have a fundamental limitation for producing globular (i.e., scaling as N 2/3 ) single-chain nanoparticles. This limitation is intimately connected to the inherent self-avoiding character of the polymer precursors in good solvent conditions. As a consequence of the self-avoiding equilibrium conformations, long-range intramolecular looping, which is the efficient mechanism for global compactation, is unfrequent, and most of the cross-links involve short contour distances that just produce local globulation. This is the case even by using multi-orthogonal folding which, by keeping a high density of linker side groups along the chain backbone, increases the average contour distance between linkers than can potentially form mutual bonds. Even for x = 6, long-range looping is not sufficiently promoted to fully prevent the formation of sparse nanoparticles.
Still, there may be alternative routes for the formation of single-chain globular soft nanoparticles. One protocol might consist in using polymers with much longer side arms than in standard precursors, or very long bridging groups connecting the linkers, when the cross-linked induced collapse technique is used 40 . This would largely increase the probability of longrange looping, even for self-avoiding conformations of precursors in good solvent. Another route might be performing crosslinking in bad solvent, and swelling the obtained nanoparticles by recovering good solvent conditions after completing crosslinking. The dense globular conformations of polymers in bad solvent should strongly favour cross-linking at long contour distances, eventually leading to globular conformations of the swollen nanoparticles. However, intermolecular aggregation in bad solvent conditions occurs even at very high dilution, preventing the formation of single-chain nanoparticles. On this basis, an alternative strategy to prevent aggregation might be anchoring the precursor to a surface, with low grafting density, during the cross-linking in bad solvent. Another possibility for free precursors would be to use properly taylored amphiphilic polymers, in which the solvophobic reactive groups would be fully isolated by a shell formed by the solvophilic parts 59, 60 , preventing intermolecular aggregation during the cross-linking process. Work in these directions is in progress.
